
 
Study guide 2nd grade 

5th Period Unit 7 and 8 

 

SOCIAL STUDIES (dark blue section) – Monday, June 11th.  

- Identify the seven continents. 

- Identify the four oceans. 

- Identify United States flag (order of the colors and shapes). 

- American Holidays (meaning of each, dates, etc.) 

 

SCIENCE (purple section) – Tuesday,June12th. 

- Characteristics of the mountains, land, oceans. 

- Definition: geologist, erosion, earthquakes, Earth, lava, ice. 

- Characteristics of Earth, volcanos, earthquakes.  

- Air (importance, characteristics, etc.) 

 

 

READING (light blue section) –Wednesday, June 13th. 

Students will read a story and answer comprehension exercises about it. 

You may review any of the reading selections and exercises in the AMCO 

books as practice for comprehension skills. 

 

  

MATH (red section) – Thursday, June 14th. 

- Numeral words: Thousands, hundreds, tens and ones,  

- Expanded form ex: 

 3589 =   3000 + 500 + 80 + 9 

- Less than, greater than and equal symbols. 

- Standard form ex: 

6000 + 500 +80 + 3 = 6583 

- Clock. 

- Ordinal numbers. 

- Solve  

- Story problems (addition, subtraction, multiplication) 

- Additions 

- Subtractions. 

 



GRAMMAR (yellow section) –Friday, June15th. 

- Verb to be in past (was / were) 

- Identify irregular verbs in past tense, (Ex: have-present, had-past). 

- Change the sentences to past tense form. 

- Ex: We go to the supermarket 

We went to the supermarket.  

- Present progressive.  

- Ex: Susy (play) – Susy is playing basketball. 

- Past progressive 

- Ex: Max (eat)- Max was eating pizza. 

- Possessive pronouns (my, her, his) 

-  
- Ex: It’s his cat. 

- Change sentences asquestions. 

 Ex: She is my sister  

      Is she my sister? 

 

 

Parents, you can study with the exercises at the end of each 

sections (work sheets). 

Thank you for your support. 

 

 

Miss Aglahe, Miss Marisol, Miss Mary, Miss Fernanda and Miss 

Yahaira. 


